A three-dimensional electro-mechanically coupled finite element model for dielectric elastomers is used to actuate multibody systems. This setting allows exploring the complex behavior of humanoid robots that are driven by artificial muscles instead of electrical drives. The coupling between the finite element muscle model and the rigid bodies is formulated at configuration level, where Lagrange multipliers account for constraint forces, leading to differential algebraic equations of index-3. A well-chosen set of redundant configuration variables for the multibody system avoids any rotational degrees of freedom and leads to linear coupling constraints. As a result, the coupling between the artificial muscles and the multibody system can be formulated in a very modular way that allows for easy future extension. The applied structure preserving time integration scheme provides excellent long time energy behavior. In addition, the index-3 system is solved directly with numerical accuracy, avoiding index reduction approximations.
INTRODUCTION
Dielectric elastomer actuators belong to the group of smart materials. When a voltage is applied to the elastic material, it contracts. The underlying functional principle is based on contractive forces between opposite charges on a plate capacitor. If the electrodes of the capacitor as well as the insulating material in between are both elastic and not spatially fixed, attractive charges lead to a contraction. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , arranging several of these contractive functional elements in a pile-up configuration results in a stacked actuator [1] . As the resulting geometry, the actuation pressure per mass density and the functional principle of stacked actuators bear analogy to human muscles, they are often referred to as artificial muscles [2] . Stacked dielectric actuators offer a wide range of applications [3] . When used as artificial muscles in humanoid robots, they provide an energy-efficient, noiseless and safe means of actuation [4] . Due to their elasticity, they can store energy and allow for natural humanoid motion, contributing to the field of soft robotics.
The research on manufacturing techniques for these active materials is accompanied by the development of theoretical mod-els. The aim is to provide a deeper understanding of the functional principle and contribute to design and control. In 2008, Pelrine et al. proposed a one-dimensional model that is based on electrostriction due to electrostatic attraction of free charges on the electrodes [5] . The model is widely spread, even though some measurements showed inconsistencies [6] . In contrast, our approach is to describe the full set of three-dimensional electromechanically coupling effects. Then, the effect of numerical approximations can be investigated.
The dielectric actuator model used in this work is based on a subset of the Maxwell equations describing electrostatics, the mechanical balance of momentum and electromagnetic forces in deformable continua [7] [8] [9] . The fully coupled non-linear threedimensional finite element model that allows for structure preserving time integration, hyperelastic material properties and viscoelastic damping is presented in [10] .
In this work, at first the general theory of Lagrangian mechanics with non-conservative contributions is introduced. The system's behavior is mainly based on the Lagrange function, that is composed of kinetic and potential energy terms. Next, the contributions to the Lagrangian of the two isolated subsystems, muscle model and multibody system, are presented. Then, the coupling equations are introduced and the resulting modular structure of the coupled system is highlighted. Finally, numerical examples give insight into the capabilities of the simulation framework.
NUMERICAL MODELING
The electromechanically coupled model is based on Lagrangian mechanics. The Langrange-d'Alembert principle for a forced system
requires stationarity of the integral of the Lagrangian and the contribution of the virtual work of non-conservative quantities
The Lagrangian L and W ext are functions of the configurationand its time derivative, containing the generalized coordinates and their rates of change, respectively. The Lagrangian L(,) = T (,) −V ()
is composed of the kinetic energy T and the potential energy V of the system. The virtual work of non-conservative contributions
contains non-conservative generalized forces f f f that are treated fixed during variation. If additional constraints between generalized coordinates of the form g g g() = 0 0 0 (4) are introduced, Eqn.
(1) must be extended by Lagrange multipliers λ λ λ that account for the generalized forces required to maintain the constraints. The Lagrange-d'Alembert principle for constrained systems then reads
If the continuous variation in Eqn. (5) is evaluated, the equations of motion are obtained. An important characteristic of Lagrangian mechanics is the existence of Noether's theorem that connects symmetries of the Lagrangian to conserved quantities in the solution of the equations of motion. For most cases, the equations of motion cannot be solved analytically, requiring discretization and numerical treatment. It is well known that common numerical integration schemes do not satisfy Noether's theorem, resulting in numerical damping or artificial energy increase even for conservative problems. Alternatively, the Lagrangian and non-conservative contributions can be discretized in time before performing the variation in Eqn. (5) . This leads to a discrete version of the Euler-Lagrange equations that can be solved numerically and that are fulfilling the discrete Noether theorem [11] .
First, the continuous time interval [0, T ] is discretized into a uniform grid with time nodes t n and n ∈ {0, . . . , N}, such that t 0 = 0 and t N = T . The time step size ∆t = t n+1 − t n is constant. Next, the integrals in Eqn. (5) are approximated in a small time section [t n ,t n+1 ]. For the Lagrangian L and external forces f f f , finite differences and a midpoint quadrature are used, leading to the discrete Lagrangian
with the discrete configurationn at time t n and discrete nonconservative generalized forces f f f d (n ,n+1 ) analogously. The midpoint quadrature leads to an implicit variational time integration scheme of second order. The constraints are discretized using a trapezoidal rule that yields the discrete constraint Jacobian
such that the constraints are fulfilled exactly at the time nodes t n . Performing the variation of the discrete version of Eqn. (5) then leads to the variational integration scheme [11] 
Introducing the discrete Legendre transform
with the conjugate momenta p p p − n and p p p + n at time t n , Eqn. (8a) can be interpreted as p p p + n − p p p − n = 0 0 0. Thus there exists a unique discrete momentum p p p n at each time node. For given configurationsn−1 andn , or for given momentum p p p n and configurationn , this system of equations can be solved for the unknown configurationn+1 and unknown Lagrange multipliers λ λ λ n . Note that the Lagrange multipliers are determined at time t n , while the unknown configuration is determined at time t n+1 [12] .
The following subsections identify the contributions to kinetic and potential energy, non-conservative forces and constraints that arise from the two subsystems, the muscle model and the multibody system.
Muscle Model
The artificial muscle model is based on electromechanical coupling effects in three-dimensional, deformable continua and spatially discretized via finite elements. While mechanical inertia terms allow for dynamic motion, electric fields are assumed to be quasi-static and no magnetic interactions are considered. The point x x x(X X X,t) describes the actual location at time t of a material point X X X in the reference domain B 0 . The kinetic energy of the muscle geometry is given by
with the material mass density ρ 0 . The potential energy
is defined as the spatial integral of a strain energy density Ω and the contribution of the gravitational volume force ρ 0 b b b 0 . This formulation allows for any (coupled) hyperelastic law that is dependent on the deformation gradient F F F = D 1 x x x(X X X,t) and the electric field E E E = −D 1 φ (X X X,t), with the electric potential φ . Nonconservative contributions might result from external surface stress, volume forces, electrical charge on the surface and friction. In this work, viscoelastic damping is considered. Hence, the corresponding virtual work is given by
with the second Piola-Kirchhoff viscoelastic stress tensor P P P vis .
The domain B 0 is discretized with finite elements. The configuration
contains all translational degrees of freedom x x x d and all electrical degrees of freedom φ φ φ d of the finite element model. Shape functions N N N x x x (X X X) and N N N φ (X X X) link the discrete configuration r r r to continuous quantities x x x, F F F, φ and E E E such that [10] x x x(X X X,t) ≈ r r r(t)
The spatially discrete Lagrangian of the muscle model L r (r r r,ṙ r r) = T r (ṙ r r) − V r (r r r) as well as the non-conservative contributions W ext r are temporally discretized as described by Eqn. (6) . As long as no further constraints are specified, the evaluation of Eqn. (8a) leads to the non-linear integration scheme F F F r (r r r n−1 , r r r n , r r r n+1 ) = p p p + rn (r r r n−1 , r r r n ) − p p p − rn (r r r n , r r r n+1 ) = 0 0 0, (15) where the conjugate momenta are given as
and
respectively. Note that the upper plus index (•) + refers to the evaluation with r r r n−1 and r r r n , whereas the upper minus index (•) − refers to the evaluation with r r r n and r r r n+1 . To illustrate that point,
. Linearizing Eqn. (15) with respect to the unknown configuration r r r n+1 yields
where (18) is used to iteratively solve for incremental configuration updates ∆r r r n+1 within a NewtonRaphson scheme.
Rigid Body Model
The multibody system consists of a chain of rigid bodies that are connected by joints. The rigid bodies are numbered by j ∈ {1, . . . , J} and the joints are modeled by constraining the relative motion of neighboring bodies. The configuration
of each rigid body j is characterized by 12 quantities, namely three for the translational position of the body's center of mass ϕ ϕ ϕ j and three quantities for each director d d d j i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} that together span a local Euclidean coordinate system. The directors can be understood as the columns of a rotation matrix that accounts for the orientation of the body. The total configuration
collects the configurations of all rigid bodies. With this formulation, the kinetic energy is given by
with the total diagonal mass matrix
where M M M j is the single rigid body mass matrix, see [13] . The potential energy is given by
with the constant gravitation vector b b b 0 .
Each rigid body has 6 degrees of freedom in a threedimensional space, namely 3 translational and 3 rotational. As the director formulation assigns 12 configuration variables to each rigid body, we need 6 additional constraints. The so called internal constraints for each rigid body j ensure orthonormality of the directors [13] . From a physical point of view, the internal constraints avoid scaling and shearing and hence account for rigidity. Additional joint constraints restrict the motion of two neighboring bodies relative to each other. Various types of joints like spherical, cylindrical, revolute, prismatic and planar joints connect the rigid bodies [13] .
All rigid body constraints are summarized in h h h(s s s) and for the rigid body model, Eqn. (8) reads
where L sd is the discrete form of the continuous Lagrangian L s (s s s,ṡ s s) = T s (ṡ s s) −V s (s s s), λ λ λ sn are the Lagrange multipliers that account for the rigid body constraints h h h and H H H d (s s s n ) = ∆t Dh h h(s s s n ) is the discrete constraint Jacobian [12] . Note that non-conservative contributions can be included analogously to Eqn. (8) .
It is well known that the introduction of Lagrange multipliers leads to ill-conditioned matrices when computing the dynamics of the system numerically. On the other hand, a more efficient formulation with minimal coordinates that avoids redundancies is less flexible, less modular and often accompanied by singularities that result from rotational degrees of freedom. In this work, a null space matrix (also known as tangential matrix) is used to project the equations of motion (24a) into the tangent space, where constraint fulfilling motion happens. Consequently, Lagrange multipliers need not be considered but can optionally be evaluated in post-processing.
The null space matrix is obtained by finding a relationship between minimal coordinates and redundant coordinateṡ
whereν ν ν is the vector containing the minimal velocities and the null space matrix T T T (s s s) depends on the current configuration s s s. Right multiplying the null space matrix to the constraint Jacobian returns the zero vector, i.e.
Left multiplying the transpose of the null space matrix T T T
where the dimension of Eqn. (27a) is reduced to the number of degrees of freedom [12, 13] . The non-linear integration scheme given by Eqn. (27) is linearized as
where ∆s s s n+1 is the incremental configuration update, H H H = Dh h h the constraint Jacobian and K K K s = D 3 F F F s , such that the problem can be solved iteratively for s s s n+1 using a Newton-Raphson scheme.
Coupling Between Dielectric Elastomer and Multibody System
The coupling between the finite element muscle model and the multibody system is formulated at position level. Certain nodes on the surface of the finite element mesh are bound to specific points on the rigid bodies. For linear Lagrange finite element shape functions, node positions of the mesh directly correspond to translational degrees of freedom of the associated element. The configuration vector= r r r s s s
contains all degrees of freedom of the coupled model. The kinetic and potential energies of the coupled system are given by
respectively. Without coupling constraints, the independent models can be solved simultaneously by evaluating
with the linearized form
where c ∈ {1, . . . ,C}, x x x i (t) is the finite element node position and the constant parameters ξ c 1 , ξ c 2 and ξ c 3 describe the location of the finite element node in the local rigid body coordinate system. Hence, a total of C vector valued node constraints results in 3C scalar constraints that account for the coupling between the artificial muscle and the multibody system. The constraints are summarized in the coupling vector
The constraint Jacobian G G G is separated such that , s s s) and G G G s = D 2 g g g(r r r, s s s),
where G G G r accounts for the derivatives of the coupling constraints with respect to finite element degrees of freedom and G G G s accounts for the derivatives of the coupling constraints with respect to multibody system degrees of freedom. The discrete counterpart of the constraint Jacobian is obtained by 
For each row of G G G r (that corresponds to a single constraint) only one entry is one whereas all other entries are zero. The entry being different from zero corresponds to the finite element degree of freedom that is constrained. The multibody part of the constraint Jacobian has the form
for the three constraints of one finite element node being fixed on the rigid body.
Introducing the coupling constraints to the discrete Lagrangian yields the non-linear integration scheme
where F F F r , F F F s and h h h are given by Eqn. (15) and (27). The linearized form reads
(40) For each time step, the unknown configuration of the finite element model r r r n+1 and of the rigid body model s s s n+1 as well as the unknown Lagrange multipliers λ λ λ n are obtained by solving Eqn. (40) iteratively with a Newton-Raphson scheme. Note that the nonlinear system of coupled equations (39) consists of the isolated contributions of the subsystems in the first term (compare to Eqn. (32)) where just another vector containing the coupling constraints and their derivatives including the associated Lagrange multipliers is added in the second term. Hence, the linearized matrix given in Eqn. (40) also consists of mainly the isolated contributions of the subsystems (33). Here, just another row block as well as another column block containing constraint gradients is added.
Energy Evaluation
The discrete Legendre transform provides the evaluation of momenta and hence kinetic energies directly at time nodes t n . In contrast to the evaluation with finite differences, where velocities are approximated within a time interval [t n ,t n+1 ], this allows for consistent energy investigations. Once the momentum p p p n for a certain time node t n is obtained by evaluating Eqn. (9), the kinetic energy is evaluated as
where M M M is the total mass matrix. Note that for the coupled system, the mass matrix is given by
such that the kinetic energy is decoupled and can be evaluated for each system individually. The finite element mass matrix is obtained by evaluating
Because the finite element state (13) is split into transient translational and quasi-static electrical degrees of freedom, only the upper left part of the total finite element mass matrix is different from zero and used to evaluate the kinetic energy. Analogously, only the entries of the momentum vector (16) or (17) that are associated with translational degrees of freedom are used to evaluate the kinetic energy. Note that the evaluation of the conjugate momentum (9) requires the Lagrange multipliers λ λ λ to be known. Whereas the Lagrange multipliers associated with the coupling constraints g g g are available, the Lagrange multipliers that belong to the rigid body constraints h h h are not present, because the integration scheme has been projected into the tangent space using the null space matrix T T T . See [12] for how to avoid recovering the Lagrange multipliers by projecting the Legendre transform into a tangent space (Q-projection).
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Basis for the following examples is a small multibody system consisting of a single rigid body that is fixed in space via a revolute joint and that is actuated by two artificial muscles. Applying a voltage to the artificial muscles allows controlling the deflection angle α of the revolute joint. The example geometry is shown in Fig. 2 . Actuating electric fields are obtained by prescribing voltages to the nodes of the finite element model in form of Dirichlet boundary conditions. When electric field strengths are given in the following examples, they refer to the electric field magnitude in the initial reference state where α = 0 and the muscles are undeformed. The rigid body in form of a pendulum with mass m and inertia Θ S has its center of mass S located at the distance from the revolute joint (see Tab. 1 for values). The joint is placed in the origin of the global coordinate system with its rotation axis being identical to the z-axis. The angle α describes the pendulum swing relative to its reference configuration, where the pendulum points along the x-axis. The two muscles each have a length of 100 mm and a diameter of 10 mm. In reference configuration, the muscles run parallel to the x-axis. The right ends of the muscles are connected to the pendulum via constraints, whereas the left ends of the muscles are fixed in space at the position x = −10 mm via Dirichlet boundary conditions. The assembly is symmetric and the center lines of the muscles are 30 mm apart. The zero level for potential energy due to gravitation is the origin of the global coordinate system. Each muscle is discretized with 92 finite elements and tri-linear shape functions. Gravity in negative y-direction is active only for some examples as stated later.
The linearized coupled integration scheme (40) is implemented in C++, where the muscle model makes use of the finite element library deal.II [14] for optimized evaluation of the shape functions and their gradients as well as thread based parallelization of the assembly of local element contributions. The finite element material model is taken from Vu et. al. [9] with the strain energy density given as
where the material parameters µ, λ , c 1 and c 2 as well as the vacuum permittivity ε 0 are given in Tab. 1, C C C = F F F T · F F F is the right Cauchy-Green tensor and J = det(F F F). The symbol ⊗ denotes the dyadic product. The strain energy density is composed of a compressible Neo-Hookean material model being extended with pure electric and electromechanical coupling terms as well as a free space term. The viscoelastic damping model is taken from Wriggers [10, 15] and given by where η controls the damping intensity that is specified individually for each of the following simulations.
Energy Behavior of the Variational Integrator
In the first simulation, the energy behavior of the derived structure preserving integration scheme is analyzed. The integration scheme is known for its good energy behavior, meaning neither numerical dissipation, nor artificial energy gain is present and the energy error is bounded even for long simulations [16] . This is best seen for conservative problems, where the total energy is constant. Therefore, the damping parameter η = 0 is chosen such that there is no damping present at all. When a voltage is applied to the upper muscle such that the electric field magnitude in reference configuration is E 0 = 6 kV / mm, the pendulum starts oscillating. As seen in Fig. 3 , initially all energy is stored as potential energy in the electric field of the upper muscle. With increasing time, the pendulum as well as the muscles start moving and energies are exchanged, however, the total energy is conserved almost exactly. Note that for visualization reasons the baseline of Fig. 3 is chosen such that the minimum potential energy of the finite element model is zero. Table 2 shows the maximum energy error H err max for a long term simulation with T = 5 s and different time step sizes. The energy error is given relative to the initial total energy, which is 25 963 mJ. The total energy is oscillating but banded, such that the energy is neither increasing nor decreasing in total, even for a large number of time steps. For smaller time step sizes, the energy deviation is decreasing as expected, leading to a narrower energy band. 
Transient Response for Constant Voltages
In Fig. 4 , the transient response of the revolute joint for different electric field strengths is shown. The damping parameter is set to η = 10 g / (ms mm). After an oscillatory phase for the first 400 ms, all kinetic energy is dissipated by the viscoelastic damping terms and the revolute joint reaches its steady state. The larger the electric field strength is, the higher is the final deflection angle. According to the finite element material model given in Eqn. (44), the induced electromechanical stress grows quadratically with the electric field strength. Also note that larger electric fields result in stronger oscillations. These oscillations have to be controlled in order to obtain appropriate positioning behavior. Figure 5 shows the transient response of the revolute joint for different damping parameters η and an electric field strength of 7 kV / mm in reference configuration. If η is increased, oscillations are damped until critical damping is reached. This is the case for some value of η between the dashed blue and the dashdotted black line. If the critical damping value is exceeded, no oscillations occur any more. If η is further increased, the system takes longer until the steady state is reached. Note that, however, usually the damping parameter η is given by the material characteristics and cannot be chosen arbitrarily.
Passive Behavior Joint Stiffness Variation
In the next example, gravity is neglected, viscoelastic damping is set to η = 10 g / (ms mm) and the revolute joint has an initial angular momentum of p 0 = 5000 N mm ms that might result from an external shock. The dotted red curve in Fig. 6 oscillatory response of the revolute joint without any additional electrical loading. The pendulum reaches a maximum angle of about 11 deg, before it oscillates back to its reference state. Now, the same voltage is applied to both muscles at the same time. It can be observed that small values for E 0 (dashed blue line and dash-dotted black line) make the revolute joint stiffer. The maximum deflection angle decreases and the oscillatory frequency increases. This effect grows for larger electric fields. However, the effect is quite small compared to the total pendulum swing. If the electric field is further increased (green line), the effect inverts. The maximum angle increases and the oscillation frequency decreases. Figure 7 shows the response of the revolute joint for even larger electric fields. If the electric field in reference state exceeds a certain limit (dash-dotted black line), the pendulum does not return back to its initial state, but reaches another equilibrium point. This new equilibrium point depends on the applied electric field, as the steady-state angle grows with increasing electric field magnitude.
The reason for this non-linear effect is the varying electric field strength, when the muscles deform. If the pendulum moves upwards, the upper muscle is compressed while the lower muscle is stretched. For constant electrical boundary conditions, i.e. constant voltage at finite element nodes, this leads to an increasing electric field magnitude for the compressed upper muscle while the electric field strength is decreasing for the stretched lower muscle. The resulting larger electromechanical stress in the upper muscle favors the movement upwards. If the applied voltage is large enough, the effect reinforces itself until the tensile fore of the lower muscle is large enough to stop further de-flection.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The derived framework allows the simulation and evaluation of multibody systems that are actuated by dielectric elastomers. As large progress is currently made in the development of dielectric elastomers [17] , first marketable prototypes of humanoid robots that are equipped with artificial muscles might be available soon. The complex dynamic behavior of such soft robots requires sophisticated control strategies that are based on reliable mathematical models.
The numerical examples presented in this work give insight into the capabilities of the introduced simulation framework. The modular structure of the equations, as a result of the director formulation, allows for easy future adaption to advanced finite element models. The structure preserving integration scheme has two important advantages compared to standard methods: First, the differential algebraic system resulting from the coupling between the muscle model and the multibody system can be solved directly and with numerical accuracy, avoiding numerical drift for the constraints. Second, the integration scheme does not show numerical dissipation, representing the physical system accurately and allowing for meaningful energy investigations.
Modern manufacturing techniques result in complex inner structures of the actuators [18] . The modeling of the dielectric elastomers via three dimensional finite elements covers the simulation of arbitrary dielectric elastomer geometries and hence the investigation of their influence on the motion of actuated structures. Furthermore, non-linear effects resulting from material properties and geometry can be identified and explored. As a result, undesired conditions can be avoided and non-linear effects can be taken advantage of. To illustrate that point, the system presented in the last example might be used as a switch relay that can be controlled via a constant voltage source.
